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Fleet safety
Improve your safety record 
and your bottom-line.
Go from reactive to proactive with Geotab. Detailed fleet insights empower 
you to take informed action to improve driving habits and reduce collisions.

 + In-vehicle driver coaching
 + Dash cameras
 + Collision notifications
 + Risk management reports
 + Rules and alerts for aggressive driving
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Create a safety-first culture

Safeguard your fleet with dash cams
Get a clear view of events with a range of fleet dash cam options from the Geotab Marketplace, from 
basic to AI-powered cameras, all fully integrated with Geotab’s open fleet telematics platform. Record 
high-resolution images and video clips in the event of collisions or insurance disputes. Review high 
definition footage and save video clips for later use as a valuable training resource for your drivers.

Identify risky driving
Proactively monitor driving behavior and identify where coaching is needed with the driver safety 
scorecard. Monitor speeding, aggressive driving and seat belt usage, and customize the rules to  
your specific fleet policy. 

Coach your drivers in real-time
With the Geotab GO device, you can provide feedback to drivers the moment that they deviate 
from company safety policies, to improve driving immediately. Create custom rules and get instant 
notifications when violations occur so that you can cut out any risky behavior before it becomes  
a habit. Go one step further with GO TALK, which delivers spoken feedback to drivers in real-time.

Get instant collision notifications   
Receive an alert the moment a collision is detected. View detailed forensic data before a suspected 
collision to help you reconstruct the event and establish exactly what happened. And if one of your 
vehicles was hit while parked, Geotab’s GO device will record the incident to help prove no-fault to 
your insurance provider.
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